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FOREWORD

1   INTRODUCTION
The aim of this memo is to describe the use of Type 2 stink cupboards in Type 1 laboratories 
and the precautions to be taken in using them. 

Below is a brief ac-count of the differences in limitations for Type 1 and Type 2 laboratories, 
sum-marised from the Zone classification reports:

Type 1 laboratories, management of stink cupboards:

 �  Max. treatment of 1 litre of inflammable liquid in open  
containers per ex-periment

 �  Max. size of open containers is 1 litre

 �  Experiments can be carried out without supervision 
 – this includes weekends and nights

Type 2 Laboratory, management of stink cupboards

 � Max. open treatment of 5 litres inflammable liquid per experiment

 � Max. size of open containers is 5 litres

 � Experiments must be supervised – this includes weekends and nights

 �  In the event of failure of ventilation and spillage, power to the stink  
cup-board should be turned off using the emergency switch 
positioned just by the cupboard.
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2    TYPE 2 STINK CUPBOARDS IN 
TYPE 1 LABORATORIES

For certain Type 1 laboratories (labs that only contain Type 1 stink cupboards) at the Universi-
ty of Southern Denmark, it is necessary to carry out experimental setups with up to 5 litres of 
inflammable liquid. In these cases, therefore, the following is permitted:

 �  Setting up one Type 2 stink cupboard in accordance with the safety  
rules applicable to this type of stink cupboard, including the possibility  
for interrupting power supply and for continuous supervision.

In certain cases up to two Type two stink cupboards would be permitted in Type 1 laboratori-
es. In such cases the following requirements should be met:

 �  The safety rules for Type 2 stink cupboards should be followed, including the 
 possibility for interrupting the power supply and for con-tinuous supervision.

 �  A qualitative risk assessment should be prepared, explaining how the setting up of 
two Type 2 stink cupboards would reduce other risks (e.g. shorter distance for the 
transportation of inflammable liq-uids). This risk assessment must be based 
on the specific conditions applicable to the particular laboratory and sent to  
Technical Ser-vices, 8888@sdu.dk together with a request to set up or monitor 
the necessary technical requirements. 

Please note that the limit for storage of inflammable liquids in laboratories is not altered by 
the setting up of Type 2 stink cupboards.


